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ith the publication of Phailsufian PYÁ
(essays and sketches, 1991), Jarhaan.
(poems, 1995) and Beejak bIjk (poems, 1996), Amarjit Chandan has, quite deservedly,
attracted critical attention. But he has also baffled most of his readers. They feel that
"there is something in him", but exactly what it is remains too elusive and abstract to express
in words (unless you belong to a particular group of Punjabi critics who go on playing with
words and technical and semi-technical phraseology but say nothing at all!).
sUPIaF

jVHF

Most Punjabi readers and critics love to pigeonhole creative writers or stick labels
such as "romantic", "progressive", "revolutionary" (in the Marxist sense), "experimentalist",
"existentialist", "post-modern", and so on, and judge them by the "principles of literary
criticism" they learnt in their graduate and postgraduate years. But the present-day Chandan
won't fit into any of the existing pigeonholes, and no existing label will suit him. But still
"there is something in him! "
Chandan appeared on the literary scene as a "Naxalite" poet in the late 1960s. The
Naxalite movement, as is now well known, was an offshoot of the Indian Communist
movement in politics and the "progressive" movement in literature. Having unquestioned
faith in the ‘science’ of dialectical and historical materialism expounded by Marx and Engels
and re-interpreted by Mao that the proletariat revolution was inevitable and could be
brought only through the barrel of the gun, the impatient fiery youths broke ranks with the
older communists, some of whom were "progressive" writers as well. There was a spate of
revolutionary poetry most of which was nothing more than declamatory slogan-mongering,
condemnation of the "bourgeois" society and the "exploitation rampant in it", and painting a
glorious picture of the post-revolutionary society.
When literature is nothing more than an item in the political agenda ("Fight through
writing") and there are a large number of ‘musts’ (e.g., "Poetry must help the working class
bring about the Revolution) and 'must nots’ (e.g., "A poet mu.st not be an introvert"), you
cannot expect any other type of literary output. As was inevitable, the movement lacking
popular support was ruthlessly crushed by the Indian state. Lives of many otherwise fine and
promising young men were cut short by the police bullets. Fervent optimism and fiery
enthusiasm soon gave way to the darkest despair and cynicism. Some of the leading poets of
the movement are physically dead now. Some others have ceased to be productive. Chandan
is the only one from that generation who is alive and well and also productive. But what
sustains and invigorates his creativity is not the false hope and dream that "the red sun will
rise again" (as many "progressive" writers with unshaken faith in the "science" of dialectical

materialism and matchless capacity for self-deception still devoutly hope and believe and
will, no doubt, take the hope with them into their coffins, even after what has happened in
Russia, China, Vietnam and Eastern Europe), but his dauntless courage not only to face life
as it is but also to "churn" it ( Jeevanmanthan jIvnmMQn, in the mythical Pauranic sense) and to
accept whatever comes out of it, the elixir as well as the venom. He never deceives himself
with any romantic illusions and honestly and fearlessly says what he believes in. The trouble
is that most of his readers have nothing but romantic illusions to live on, are hooked on to
these illusions and, after reading Chandan, suffer terrible withdrawal symptoms like tl ase
whose opium dose has been taken away from them. The inevitable price he has to pay for
being true to himself is being isolated and misunderstood (often deliberately). But he knows
this only too well. He quoted two lines from Kabir as an epigram to one of his books
hm hY sB mfX, sB hY hm mfX
hm hY bhuir akylf

I am in all, all are in me; (And) I am terribly lonely.
But if we look at his past work with the benefit of hindsight a question emerges "Was there ever a time when he was not isolated and misunderstood?"
Chandan did write a number of prose pieces of hilarious and biting satire. But most
of his essays and sketches are more serious in tone and content. Here, his ideas are never
woolly (unless he deliberately makes them so to tease his reader into thinking). He knows
what he wants to say and says is well, often with brutal directness, using short and mostly
monoclausal and crisp sentences and words of everyday colloquial speech with surprising
twists and turns to keep the reader's eyes glued to the page and, at the same time, to express
ideas which jolt and shock many readers into thinking. He never preaches, nor does he ever
try to persuade others to his own ways of thinking. He is not a philosopher or a religious
preacher or a political propagandist and thus never aims at converting others. As a literary
artist, he says what he has to say. He uses his own brain to lay down the tracks of his
thought. Most of his readers, however, simply borrow their thinking from others in the form
of social customs, religion, political ideology, folk wisdom, biases and prejudices, wishful and
romantic thinking, and, worst of all, outmoded and lifeless ideas buried in linguistic
conventions and usage. Very often, he deliberately starts with the intention of shattering a
dearly-held illusion or exploding a cherished myth such as the glorification of martyrdom or
Sobha Singh's supposed greatness as a painter. But his greatest sin in the eyes of most older
"comrades-in-arms" and "progressive" writers is that he has become a renegade and traitor
to the cause of the "Revolution" which he passionately espoused in the past. What has
happened is that when the older myths about Lenin, Stalin, Mao and the "People's
Revolution" were shattered, and the truth came out, he accepted and faced the truth
courageously and never tried to deceive himself that the reports were "capitalist lies" or took
refuge behind the fond hope that "the red sun will rise again”. But he is still passionately
committed to social justice. And social justice is precisely what the communist regimes were,
and are, denying to millions of human beings.
Chandan never explicitly invites the reader to agree with him, but, like a skilled
boxer, he carefully selects in advance all the weak spots to hit and uses words and phrases
like punches and jabs with unerring aim and deadly effect. This results in innumerable badly
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bruised egos and sensitivities. Unable to beat him at his own game, of which he is the
undisputed heavy weight champion, many of them resort to personal abuse, sometimes in
print. Chandan does not visibly react to this. Perhaps he secretly congratulates himself on his
success. His prose and prose style is a novel phenomenon in Punjabi literature. Whether or
not it wins him a permanent place in Punjabi literature is difficult to say at present, but we
can be one hundred percent certain that it will not win him many personal friends, no
abhinandan granth (felicitation volume) and none of the numerous awards currently being
showered like confetti even on some fourth-rate Punjabi writers!
While Chandan the prose writer is there for everyone to see and understand (or
misunderstand, often deliberately), Chandan the poet is more elusive. As far as his pre-1992
poetry is concerned, the reader can certainly feel that the poet and the prose writer are the
same person, and that the prose is definitely better than the poetry. But when you read some
post-1992 poems in Jarhaan jVHF and the poems in Beejak bIjk you cannot be so sure. It is
about these poems that most sensitive and unbiased readers feel that "something is there"
but cannot express in words what that "something" is. Even in his early poetry of the
"Naxalite" period, you find that he is always at pains to maintain his identity and not to
blindly follow the beaten track. But he seems to be doing what he can do more effectively
through prose (as he discovered later). Though his pre-1992 poetry, on the whole remains a
poor relation to his prose, he wrote some extremely powerful poems like his Auh jo huMdy sn
(Those who were), showing his capacity to convey an intense but fully restrained and
controlled feeling and emotion, concentrated in brief phrases and evocative images. (This
poem was published in 1994, but in spirit and style it clearly belongs to the earlier period).
There is no doubt about the poetry of this period, as about his prose, what it "really means."
Chandan could be accused of a thousand intellectual sins, but being unintentionally vague is
not one of them.
But is it necessary for a piece of writing, particularly a poem, to always means
something concrete and paraphrasable? Most Punjabi readers will say "yes" and most
eminent modern poets will say "no". (The same applies, in different ways and to varying
degrees, to other arts like painting, sculpture, music, dance etc.). Great art does not "have a
meaning"; it is meaningful. The static verb is should not be applied to meaning in art. There
is no such thing as invariably permanent "meaning". Meaning is not there; it happens or
takes place in a certain spatio-temporal and socio-cultural context. This idea can be better
expressed in Punjabi arQ nhIN
hY. "Meaningfulness" is infinite potentiality, transcending
all spatio-temporal limitations, to convey "meaning". To understand the importance of this
distinction, we have to keep in mind Chandan's love for music and language, references to
which appear again and again in his post-1992 poetry.
hY

h uMdf

A sound does not become a musical note simply because of its frequency or
overtones and harmonics (in terms of physics) but because of its relation to other notes in
the octave. A good musician conceives a musical composition not in terms of its component
notes but as an integrated whole having a certain effect. Of course, it is the notes which are
the building blocks of a composition, but the place, duration and to some extent the
frequency of an individual note (particularly in Indian music) is determined holistically by the
composition. The whole and the parts determine each other. As the British physicist David
Bohm would have said, it is the relation of wholeness and the implicate order inherent in it.
Any moderately competent musician can juggle with musical notes and assemble an
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acceptable tune. But to a musical genius, the composition comes as a vision, and it is the
vision which possesses the musician and, as it were, uses him as a medium to select and
combine the notes. Any good art teacher who can handle paint and brush competently can
create a photo-realistic picture of anyone or anything. But photo-realism is not sufficient, or
even necessary, in art. It is the greatness and universality of the vision transcending any
individual's puny and ephemeral spatio-temporal existence, not the fidelity with which it
"represents the reality" that makes a piece of art great. The god Shiva in the famous Nataraja
bronze is not a realistic representation of life. But you can feel the eternal rhythmic dance of
the dancer which seems to have momentarily frozen. It is precisely a vision or
meaningfulness which Sobha Singh's art lacks, as Chandan also has rightly pointed out.
Sobha Singh's portrait of Guru Nanak, for example, may be a photo-realstic likeness of
Nanak's physical body (though we can never be sure). But we do not perceive in this portrait
any of the intense spiritual glow we associate with this supreme saint-poet who wrote the
indisputably the most sublime poetry in Punjabi. The same can be said of Nanak's verbal
portraiture in Mohan Singh's ‘made to order’ long poem Nankayan.
I am unable to say how visual a painter's or scuptor's vision or inspiration is, or how
auditory a musician's vision or inspiration is. But a poet's or writer's vision or inspiration is
largely linguistic. But words are always more complex than musical notes or brush strokes.
They are meaningful in more complex ways. Everything a community has done with a word
over centuries (or everything the word has done with them) becomes the accumulated
meaning potential of the auditory and visual form of that particular word in the living
lexicon of the community. This meaning potential is inevitably hazy and blurred like the face
of the "woman" in the photograph. When words are used together, only a part of each
word's meaning potential comes to life in the particular linguistic context. The greatness of a
poet or writer or speaker as an artist depends on the greatness of the vision or meaning
potential or meaningfulness of the words as used in the literary composition. The words lfl,
jogI and are ProÜ extremely common everyday words in Punjabi, and there is nothing
particularly "poetic" about them in isolation. But an unknown poet at an unknown time used
them in
nhIN lBxy lfl guafcy imwtI nf ProÜ jogIaf

and the result is some of the most intensely poignant lines in the language of a community
with centuries-old tragic history. As long as this language and this community live, these
words will go on haunting every sensitive reader or listener and conjuring up a vision (hazy
and blurred like the face of the woman in the photograph), with infinite variations, of
parents wailing over their sons lost in battles and the ineffectual other-worldly yogis trying to
console the grief-stricken hearts. This is the vision they conjure up in my mind. Others may
find a different "meaning" in them. This is why it is great poetry. It does not have a meaning;
it is meaningful. This vision, though hazy, is unique to this combination of words. No other
words and no other combination of words in any other form would be meaningful in this
way. Not to speak of a translation into another language, even paraphrase within the same
language will lose the intensity of the vision or meaningfulness. It is true to say that poetry
consists of linguistic devices. But this assertion generally fails to take into account how and
why words become meaningful and enable poets to use the linguistic devices.
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(1995) contains poems written over ten years from 1985 to 1995. It is
with the post-1992 poems in that Chandan's unique quest for meaningfulness commences.
The title of the book itself is symbolic. In the quest for meaningfulness, the first step is
transcending ones spatio-temporal existence. This quest may assume different forms, but
Chandan's starts from what is the least uncertain (not the most certain) - his own physical
existence. To him, the existence comes before the essence but only in the epistemological
sense, as a mere starting point for the quest. The goal is the discovery of the essence which,
in the ontological sense, certainly precedes and survives any individual existence. Delving
into the past, he resurrects his own seventeenth century ancestor Dhareja as an archetypal
progenitor, the farmer offering his own seed as an oblation to Life and the potter shaping
earthen vessels.
Jarhaan jVHF

Dryjf afpxI nfÜ-dI df ipMzf guMnH irhf hY
apxy nÈweI hwQF nfÜ.
awj Dryjy dI ËmIn vwqr hY.
Auh apxI ËmIn c isafV kZdf hY.
Dryjy ny bIa suwt idwqf hY
asMK mhkdy cMnx dy bUitaF df.
hux Dryjf suhfg irhf hY.
hux Aus jgq-mF dy idl `qy hwQ rwiKaf hY.
awj dohvF ny rÜ ky BFzf bxfieaf hY.
ieh GVf afAux vfÜIaF puÈqF nUM pfr lMGfeygf
sohxI nUM mhIvfÜ nfÜ imÜfvygf
tuxkygf jUnF dI awg ivc qp-qp ky.

(jVHF

14)

But this Dhareja is slightly ego-centric. He knows that God is the ultimate Creator
and he himself is nothing more than a medium, an instrument the hand of Life or God. But
this is just a shallow thinking, perhaps what he has heard from others, not something that
springs out of the depths of his own soul. So he also goes on likening himself to Him, the
Creator. In u1 (1996), however, we find him engaged in penance like an Indian Rishi or sage.
kkrIlI cfnxI rfq ivc
Dryjf nMgf KVHf qp kr irhf hYzOrBOr mnwuK socdf hY
rwb ny AuhdI sux lYxI hY.
Auh swuKF suwKdf hY - hr aOrq mF bxy[[[
Dryjy ny pihlF socI hoeI afvfË pihlI vfr suxI
huxy jMmy bwcy dy rox dI afvfË
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Auh KVHf apxI awzI ‘qy GuMm jFdf hY
lMmf sfh iKwcidaF afpxy iÉafl df klfvf Brdf hY
qy AuhnUM pihlI vfr lgdf hY ik
jo kuJ vI hY Auh aslI hY qy Auh Auhdf dyxdfr hY
dfeI Dryjy nUM mMuzf arpdI hY iek hMJU dfeI bIbI dI bFh ‘qy
qy iek hMJU igwgy dI gwlH `qy izgdf hY
puwq ipAu dy sIny lgdf hY
Aus dm iksy nUM kuJ Xfd nhIN rihMdf.

(bIjk

5)

Self-realisation (afqm igafn) comes to him. Now every action of his, including
procreation, is an offering of love and devotion to Him! The birth of his son does not make
him mad with joy. He just offers two tears of gratitude to Him for doing him the supreme
honour of making him His instrument. Henceforth, his ecstasy is a divine ecstasy when he
gets in tune with the Infinite. His dance now becomes a part of the cosmic dance of the
creation
lt-lt bÜdI mÈfl
Dryjf nwcdf
imwtI nwcdI, rfh nwcdf, ruwK nwcdf
Dryjf nwcdf
cyqy krdf, awKF Brdf, nfÜy hwsdf
Dryjf nwcdf
mF dy ivhVy puwq nwcdf

(bIjk

7)

Procreation is invarably related to sexuality, and here, too, Chandan moves from the
existence to the essence. Sexuality in his post-1992 poetry is not spiritual having the
undesirable but necessary physical side, which ultimately has to be transcended. It is very
carnal but without the slightest touch of sensuality. It is a part of life, and life is good and
meant to be lived intensely. And living life intensely means living it physically as well as
spiritually. This intensity of physical love may look superficially similar to Rajneesh's
Oshoism ("from sex to superconsciousness"), but the comparison would be unjust. In
Chandan's poetry, physical love becomes intensely ecstatic not because it leads to the Oshostyle "superconsciousness" but because of the realisation that some higher force is using you
for its own purpose - creation.
qMU koeI Bfxf
nfÜ myry jo vrq rhI hYN iKx iKx
ijkx itwibaF AuWqy cMn dI TMZk
ikxkf ikxkf ipMzy rcdI
mcdI BK nUM Tfr rhI hY
[[[
mYN qyrI kuwK df iÉafl anoKf
jo pihlF apxy suÌny afieaf
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Auh hox leI hux qrs irhf hY
Auh hovx qoN pihlF hI qVP irhf hY

(jVHF

43)

Now the poet becomes a
. The word has many meanings in Punjabi, such as
'seed', 'semen', 'sower ofthe seed', '(male) proceator' etc. (Some commercial meanings like
'indigenous Indian ledger', 'invoice' etc. do not seem to be relevant here. bIjk is also the
name of the collection of Kabir's poetry from which the lines quoted above have been
taken). Dhareja, the bIjk, the eternal male procreator, is not purely corporeal. The
intellectual and the spiritual soils also eagerly await his seed.
bIjk

ies jIvn dI vYqrnI bMidaf
igafn dI pMUCl PV ky qr lY.
peI kuafrI vwqr imwtI aMdr
igr jf bIjk bx ky, swKx Br lY. (bIjk

60)

Cwz ies vyly dI icMqf
Buwl jf
klHH dy nF vsIaq hoeIaF XfdF
KuwlHIaF bfhvF krky isr AuWcf
mn dI swKx nUM swKx nfb Br lY
qy Esdy aMdr bIa kyrdy

75)

(bIjk

Similarly, his female counterpart, the receiver of the seed, is primarily a mother. The
coital act is not an end in itself, but simply a means. In the eternal recurring cycle of creation,
not only the roles of consort and the mother but also of the father and the son are
inextricably mixed. It is through the playing of these roles assigned by the higher unseen
force that real or deliverance can be attained, when all the physical distinctions and relations
fade away, when the actors are neither male nor female, nor mother, nor father, nor
offspring; they simply are.
Auh syj mfxidaF afKx lwgI qUM myrf cfnx[[[
kuwK ivc lY mYnUM afKx lwgI mYN qyrI jnxI
mYN jixaf qYnUM lwKF vfrI.
mF nI, ds qF mYnUM imrf kOx ipqf hY?
kot jnm dI mmqf bolI pqf nhIN.
Èfied qUM afpy puqr, afp ipqf hYN
afp afpy df jfieaf.
iPr mYnUM Auh Aus dunIaf ivc lY geI
ijQy kuJ vI nhIN hY
nf irÈqf nf kfieaf]
(jVHF 33)
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That state of mukqI or deliverance does not lie beyond this body in some other world;
it is very much here and in this very life. It is the realisation permeating your inner being that
an unknown someone is "playing" you. All your joys and all your sorrows are just His play.
kOx hY mYnUM Kyz irhf?
hoxI dI ieh Kyz axoKI
kOx aÖfxf Kyly hY inq prdy AuWqy?
mYN nhIN izgdf
Auh izgdf hY
mYN nhIN hrdf
Auh hrdf hY
jy hrnf myrI hY hoxI
qF hrnf AusdI ikAuN hoxI?
anMq sËf ieh mYN neIN EhI Bog irhf hY

(jVHF

26)

Thus the poet is able to fill his physical life with meaningfulness. But there is an
intellectual dimension to life as well, the more abstract domain of ideas and thought. But a
clear boundary line between the physical and the intellectual is difficult to draw. Here,
Chandan is on a less firm ground. His search for the roots of his own self and thought takes
him to the eternal sound nfd which manifests itself though music and language. Written
symbols representing the sounds and words of language also make their appearance. It is
true that "singing is thinking through notes"

rfgI sur ivc soc irhf gfAuNdf hY
sur ivc socxf hI gfAuxf hY
sur ivc Cuhxf hI gfAuxf hY
sur ivc cwKxf hI gfAuxf hY

(

bIjk

20)

And one's native language,
apxI bolI aMdr bMdf apxf mUl sMÖfpy

(bIjk

52)

The sounds of the mother tongue are music and it is through the words of your
mother tongue that you see your cultural past which resides in you as a living present.
apxI bolI aMdr hr ikiraf dI kfieaf klpy

(bIjk 51)

But nowhere do we find in Chandan any poem about language that comes even close
to Neruda's poem Word. There are hints that Chandan feels uneasy with the "bondage of
words" and would like to throw it off.
Èor lÌËF df kuC suxn n dyNdf
mYN cfhvF mYN bolI qoN pfr ho jfvF
ÈbdF dy bMDn qoN mukq ho jfvF
hrÌF df kwjx mYN sut AuqfrF
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BfvF dy KMBF `qy mfr AuzfrI
Aus dunIaf ivc jf lwQF
ijQy Ausdf vfsf
(jVHF

21)

This seems to be at odds with his treatment of physical love. He never desires to run
away from his physical self, which is the body, to attain a state of "body-less love". Why he
desires to run away from his intellectual body, his mother tongue, to a "wordless state" is
puzzling. Perhaps further and more intense meditation on the Word may resolve the
apparent contradiction (as the philosopher Wittgenstein did).
I have knowingly used the word "meditation" in the paragraph above. Most of
Chandan's post-1992 poems are short meditations. The finest of these meditations is iqRkfl
sMiDaf in Jarhaan jVHF . All the afore-mentioned elements of Chandan's poetry are synthesised
into one organic musical whole of profound depth and sublimity. I must admit here that no
description from my pen (even in Punjabi, let alone in English) can do justice to the poem,
and the only way to feel its music and its profundity is to read it aloud, slowly, and let its
words and evocative images permeate deep into your soul. Such inspired meditative grandeur
has been despairingly and disapprovingly described as "mysticism" or "spiritualism" by some
critics still committed to the old materialistic "progressivism", without understanding
Chandan or the meaning of these terms. But no existing labels would do justice to the
uniqueness of such poems. I wish such sustained meditative and creative occasions came
more often in Chandan's life.
Chandan holds a unique place in modern Punjabi poetry. He is now in the 51st year
of his life, but the mature phase of his poetic career has just started. So far, he has produced
only a handful of poems whose vision and music can make a sensitive and discerning reader
hold his or her breath in awe and admiration. But I am sure that we can expect more such
poems in the near future.
[1997-2005] Unpublished
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